
August 1, 2012 

 

Dear Nagpurpulse: 

This is my second mail to you regarding the copyrights of a photograph used on your site 

(http://is.gd/ngprvr).  I have already brought it to your notice, and twice, that you are using 

one of my photographs on your site illegally.  I had also suggested you to attribute this photo 

to me as soon as possible or to take it down.  You seem to have taken it too lightly. 

Rashmi Priya, the author of the said article, seems to be a motivational speaker who teaches 

people about blogging, etiquette, etc.  It is hard to believe that someone who teaches people 

online etiquette can behave such irresponsibly; it is hard to believe it is just because of 

ignorance. 

I really appreciate your efforts to run a site devoted to Nagpur and its issues.  I appreciate you 

for using appropriate photo content to your posts, but the photos you use from net are the 

intellectual property of those who take them.  I hope you understand the importance to 

adherence to the laws regarding intellectual property.  Apparently, you took that photo from 

Wikipedia.  I hope you understand that Wikipedia photos are free to use, but only given you 

follow the conditions made mandatory in the license.  The said photo is licensed under 

CC-BY-SA.  It states that you are free to use the photo only under the conditions that you 

attribute the photo to the original author and that you release it under the same license.  This 

means that you MUST attribute the photo to me and MUST release it under CC-BY-SA, 

certainly not “All Rights Reserved” that’s the standard license for you site. 

So, take it mandatory, I want you to attribute the photo to me as “Image Credit: Ganesh 

Dhamodkar (CC-BY-SA).”   This must happen with immediate effect.  I don’t want you to 

make me to take grave steps, and in that case only you will be responsible for it.  This is the 

last chance for compromise; hope you understand the seriousness of it. 

Sincerely, 

 

Ganesh Dhamodkar 

 

Say them “Get Well Soon”. Tweet this!  
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